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IMAGE MOTION COMPENSATION BY AREA CORRELATION AND
CENTROID TRACKING OF SOLAR SURFACE FEATURES
INTRODUCTION
Intellsil0 sol. 11 ,I%llonoll* research has rapidly advanced the knowledge and understanding of Hie
phi sisal ptocows tilat tale place in the Sun. As this research Continues, the emphasis naturally focuses
kill obtaining lughel instiument lesollIh011. rctluttitlt! larger apelture.s.
Now that tilt` Space Shuttle is operational. it will lac possible to place into Unlit Solar telescopes
111th plimaIN apertilws of I to 2 111 in diameter. Tllese advanced high resolution inst I'll tile ilts will in turn
loquile that the immws he Stahilved to suhw;ll'acemid accunwies. The techniques current!y lased fol'
stahih.'ation ol'space sol,u . instruments gown lly depend on senvang the atyuhn orionNikin of the t'apid
challlte Ill hli fitness 11t ' the Suli's disc at the limb for use as allsgular rete"'011ec. I ' llis technique which was
used Ill 1110 Apollo Vemseope Mount (:Uhl) Fine Sun Soisor is adequate tier telescope stability tolerances
cal' 11car t.tl aresec, flit is limited to Awking accuracies or approwmite b; 2.0 .,rescc b.v the constant
actilit^ !titan ttk . solar atnlospher0, shirting; (110 location tit' rile limit, as the solar euevg< moves radially
out lard.
To mereoule tilt limitations of, solar limb tracking for Pointing and St;)bililatioll, other concepts
hme been n11 N111?atetl Which 11 1,0 11101'0 clearly devilled, stable solar mirface foatures 111 derive error Signals
I'm , the Stahill.'atioll system. Ill the rally 1 010'S the tedinklogy for "aim-point" tar get recognition had
heell d0l01oped ror defellse s)'5ir.'InS. Tlns !method Of talyet or Correlation trackin g appeared to Ile applic%
able to soil telescope` statidilation using solar sutiice flattli'es Such as !;smiles and mumpols as l;lrgets litr
the error sTmd gennation. Shoe this WhnQue derives the coiltl'ol signals from the same telescope image
that is used tier seienhAc d;1ta mquisltion, ally Problem of n`!mhv do pmeement or Inisalignment or the
nacher components is avoided. Misalignment normally ocoins h0eause of Struetural tie fornlations Glue to
thetnlal and mechanical perturbations it' two independent optical SySteils ;1re used.
I`lle potential advantages of ;him point tarmi recogridion tar Si;lhiliiation of spaceborne solar
tclescolies led llSFC to initiate a breadboard de^ellpinent WWI ill IQ72 to build alai test such ,1 track-
lilt; s\stelil In the laboratory, i\ccent resumption or this devciopment Wail, usnit; a groundbascd tole°
scope for simulation of random olio e motion. resulted in the t`hlal Verification of the Concept reasibilily.
Tins dewlopinent phase ptxlduced an e vperinlental solar correlation tracking systcul which is now
routinely used to .taliilim solar ima ge's of a ground-based telescope to f_t).o aresee against !viii!-induced
Perturbations of till' telescope's hlle-or-sight. The me;lsowd stability actually exceeds the resolution ill'
the	 which is hillitcd by the 1^idicoll camera resolution to about 2.5 arescc. The random
inapt, !notion caused b^ 11 ind loading and anumphcric perturbations in these tests sinlulaie randoltl
image Inotioll which Could be Ca)1sLd ill a t^`pieal space* basic! telescope by thernial and structural defor-
mation 's, c;tmeta dri1cs, ;Wronallt acti\itics and spacecraft lllant`n1'l'11,
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SYSTEM DESCRIPTION	 OF POOR QUALITY
"hhe tracking system, mountedrated on a solar telescope, is schematically shown in Figure la. I lie two
major rlcnn1 nts are the tracker assenihl^ and the active optical image stabili/er its shown in Figure I h.
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Figure l a. Solar vector magnetograph and correlation tracker sehrinatic.
(; = Gimbal; I = Image Stabilizer. C == To Camera. T
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Figure I h. "Tracker assembly and optical image stabilisation cicnicnt.
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The two tracking modes which are possible with the tracking systein are a correlation mode and
a radiometric balance mode. In the correlation mode, the tracker functions by scanning a scene, storing
the video image, and then comparing a real-time scan with the stored image to generate an X-Y error
signal.
A portion of the solar image is incident on the photocathode of an image dissector (174012)
sensor where photons are converted to electrons. The electron iniage is amplified and first seat to an
analog-to-digital converter and then to a storage register (Fig. 2). Once the storage register is loaded, the
signal is gated to the correlation computer. By use of an algorithm, an error signal is obtained, This
signal passes through a Digital-to-Analog Converter to the deflection drivers, which position the electron
image to keep it centered on the stored image, The tracker uses a circular scan to generate the scene
information. In the store mode, the scan is stepped first to the center, followed by up, down, left and
right notion with one complete circular scan for each position. Figure 3 shows a typical solar image
with granule and sunspot surface features and tracker scan patterns, Each scan divides the scene into
66 elements. Thus, the stored information contains a total of 330 Ocments. Figurc 4 is a schematic
representation of' a sunspot image on the photocathode, The scan rate is 1.0 kHz.
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Figurc 2. Correlation tracker system block diagram.
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Figure 4. Schematic sunspot image on photocathode and analog video output.
The error is obtained from a product look-up table and is derived from the following approxima-
tions:
Elevation Error = (YiXBi — YiXCi) dt
where Yi, XBi and XCi are target scene scan data, reference up-scan data, and reference down-scan data,
respectively.
Azimuth Error 
= J (Yi XDi — Yi XEi) dt
where XDi and XEi represent right and left scan data, respectively.
This computation derives the necessary error curve and sensing for closed-loop tracking. These
errors are then applied to the sensor deflection coils for closed-loop sensor tracking.
The correlation tracker in the circular scan mode requires multispot groups for tracking as pre-
viously shown in Figure 3. However, at times the activity on the Sun is very low, and only single
sunspots can be observed. Therefore, a different tracking mode is needed for those conditions.
A simplified rosette scan was added so that the tracker could dissect the image of a single spot
(shown also in Fig. 3) to generate an error signal. This mode operates by deflecting the tube's aperture
a small amount in the horizontal and vertical directions such that the spot scans in and out of the tube's
aperture. By forcing the output of the positive horizontal image equal to the negative horizontal image
and the positive vertical image equal to the negative vertical image, the aperture of the tube is centered
on the sunspot's image. Inverting the video signal of the sunspot and surrounding area, a tracking scheme
of radiant energy balance tracking (radiometric balance) is obtained whereby a single spot generates an
error signal which may be used for telescope guiding.
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Active Optical Image Stabilizer 	 '*	 '4p tYIJAUTY
The error signal generated for closed-loop sensor trading is forced to zero through the use of an
;fictive optical iniage s tabilizer which displaces the image such that zero tracker error is maintained. The
active optical element an shown in Figure Ib consists of a two-axis gimbal system with I-in, thick fiat
optical refractive element. This element, which is positioned in the optical beast of the telescope, is
used to translate the image in the focal plane by use of the refractive properties of the glass (fit- 5) it)
conjunction with a controlled tilt of the element, 1` 1 c anwunt of tilt is commanded by the tracker error
signal and ghnbal electronics so that the line-of-sight at the caincra is forced to zero.
n . 4n	 n4 stnt wnmmiant tril
Figure 5. Image displacement versus tilt angle for a 1-in. duck BK-7 Mass plate.
SOLAR MAGNETOGRAPN AND TRACKER INTEGRATION
The MSFC Solar Vector M., gnetograph is used to make obse.vtations of the Sun's vector magnetic
fields. `file data is obtained by consecutively digitizing video images of Both circular and linearly
polarized light. Magnetic field strengths are derived from the data using various standard solar modeling
techaiiclues. "file anagnetograph uses tut f/13 Cassegra:in telescope of 30 cat aperture to present a 5 x 5
arcilain image of the Still 	 1/6 total diameter) to a sec: vidicon camera. Resolution of the camera is
2.5 aresec. The tracker is coupled to the telescope's optical beam via an optical fold mirror and lens
system (l^ig. 1), The tracker is mounted oil 	 X-Y translation stage which allows offset pointing by
aligning tlae science camera field-of-view and the tracker meld-of-view such that offset guiding is
accomplished.
Before the engagement of the solar correlation tracking loop, the telescope is pointed to the
radiometric center of the Sunwith a limb guider. Linder ideal unperturbed c^onditiois, this glider will
point the system with all accuracy of 2 arcmin, with a stability of 9.0 aresec.
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CORRELATION TRACKER THIING AND EVALUATION
I;.tlllg .111.1 C%AtIaluln of the alai :tilli1.111011 tl.l:l►rl \\r1t' ' 011tlu.led .11 lilt' nlagnrltigral/h lJe-
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Figure o. Typical nlapnrtograms \\Ithtiul tal anti \\ith 00 :tirrclatitin tracker stahli/ation.
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The integration time for each image is 33 msce and the time required to obtain the data for the
processed frame is approximately 30 sec. It is clearly evident that motion of the telescope caused +)y the
wind during the multiple exposures (a) degraded the data to the point where they are considered
unusable. Conversely, use or the corre-1,Aton tracker to stabilize the image allowed quite usable data to
be acquired under these very adverse conditions (b). linage smearing was reduced from in estimated 20
aresee or greater to less than the magnetograph pixel resolution of 2.5 aresec,
Figure 7 is a computer-generated contour plot of longitudinal magnetograph data, acquired with
tile assistance of the correlation tracker. showing strong gradients between the positive and negative mag-
netic Colds (solid lines and dashes). The strength of' these gradients is very important in predicting solar
flare activity, When the images were not stabilized using, the correlation tracker, smearing of the data
caused the gradients to appear so weak that thw data was not useful and thus not recorded.
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Figure 7. Magnetic yield contours acquired with correlation tracker assistance.
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As a result of the installation of the solar area correlation tracker on the magnetograph in late
1979, high resolution magnetograms can be obtained routinely even on very windy days. Figure 8 shows
the use of the correlation trackers during a typical observation period: during 33 days (April-May 1980)
when observations were made, wind perturbation would have absolutely prohibited operation for 1.2 days
without the stabilization afforded by the tracker. The correlation tracker thus increased observation time
by 36 percent.
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ALTERNATE SYSTEM
During development and testing of the correlation tracker, it became apparent that the system is
frequency-limited by the mechanical response of the gimbal motors driving the active optical image
stabilizer. Typically, the gimbal and closed-loop response has a bandwidth of 18 Hz on the inner gimbal
and 23 Hz on the outer gimbal. Although this response is more than adequate for most space applica-
tions, it would be desirable to avoid the use of mechanical gimbals and actuators. Thus, a method of
electronic stabilization was conceived and developed.
This approach is based on a quasi-closed loop technique which does not utilize any mechanical
motion, The solar tracker is locked on a sunspot which it tracks anywhere in its image area. The X-Y
error signals are then applied to the deflection system of a co-located camera such that a raster scan area
remains stationary on the viewing screen. This is accomplished by subtracting any image motion from
the image sensed by the co-located camera.
The block diagram for this system is depicted in Figure 9. This method has demonstrated an
image stability ranging from ±0.3 to ±0.7 aresec as compare.: with t0.6 aresec stability obtained with the
mechanical tracker. However, the frequency response of the system is increased to'about 50 Hz, VvIch
is the response of the particular tracker electronics. With a new design of the tracker, the bandwidth
could be further increased to at least 100 Hz. Data taken with this system are shown in Figure 10,
which depicts CRT displays of a sunspot group with and without stabilization of the image. Both pic-
tures were taken with a 2 sec exposure with an induced motion of ±47 aresec in the horizontal axis.
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figure 1) . Electronic stabili/atlon block diagram.
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Figure 10. Sunspot images with (a) and without (b) electronic stabilization.
The bright areas near the center are the sunspots. Figure IUa shows the sunspot group with the tracker
10011 closed. Figure 10b shows the resultant smear cawed by the induced motion without closed-loop
control. Similar data was recorded On 16 nun movie filar for analysis u.ing a mi.:ro-densitometer.
Figure I I shows the filar density profile of the two sunspots as a I'unetion 01' the ;urguiar size and
frame-to-frame displacement caused by the residual motion in the closed loop tracker configuration. This
information was enlarged in Section AA, Figure 12 to determine the maxinrunr frame-to-frame imrage
displacement. The maximum stability error remaining in the image is ±0.7 aresec.
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Figure 12. Enlargement o ' section A-A in Figure 1 I showing image instability,
With further improvements such as cic;ser electronic gain matching, camera alignments and track-
ing of the same spot groups as the co-located camers is viewing, the stability obtainable with this
approach could be improved, Analyses show that on a fully integrated system this concept should
approach the basic stability of the tracker which is approximately 10-percent of the diffraction limit of
the telescope. Assessment of this tracking system indicates that the tracking error is approximately 0.1
10
of file sunspot size. "I'ilis is ilhtstrated ill Vip' llres I I and 12 where the sl)ol sire` is shovvll to lie i,^^pproxi-
inately l,, aresee and the 11141\01ullu 41oiatloll is 1.. •I ore5e ► ., Tracking of smaller li`atllres such 415 solar
t!ralulles is not possible because atmospheric seeing eliminates the image detail.
Wdh spare borne inslrnmenlb the Made 4letail will he gmaily increased .11)1)roaching the Izayleigll
criterion Im diffract loll limit, ('lens, fine detail such as the boundaries of granules would beconle avail-
able 1m , ullage 11 rocessing and would therebl allow tracker stabiht.\- to appl'o;lch i0 pel'ee:?t of the
diffraction Limit.
CONCLUSION
l'Vtellsive lest111g ol ,
 solar mca correlation and centroid tracking techniques has verified two con-
eehts 161 7
 stabiiiting the inlalte of a sour telescope by hacking diremly ill the li)cal plane. Both tllethods
have comparable slabilitr in the older of 1 0,O aresec while comht, nsating telescope 111olioll 01' up to
120 aresec,
Although the correlation hacker system was primarily developed For soi:w telescopes, it: has
applications for space-based telescopes Aw ;1:i1n paint slabi.lizalion duruig Marta observations, and for aim
pollll gi idanee of spacccraft during automated docking maneuver.
Fhis tracking system, as installed oil the AISVC maglic'tograpie, lws, enhanced the capability of
tilt,
 teleseot)e by improving image quality aml by increasing obsemition time (hiring periods 41t' winil
iu4luced perturbations.
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